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Abstract. The behavior of the equios ill2rion points (alternants) for the error in best uniform ap-
proximation on [-1,1] by rational fuDo::rioas of degree n is investigated. In general, the points of the
alternants need not be dense in (:'-1, 11. ~-en when approximation by rational fuDctions of degree
(m, n) is coDsidered and asymptotic;illJ" mjn ?:. 1. We show, however, that if more than O(log n)
poles of the approximants stay at a posim-e distance from [-1,1], then asymptotic denseDess holds,
at least for a subsequence. Furthermore, ~e obtain stronger distribution results when ).n (0 < ). 5 1)
poles stay away from [-1,1]. In the ~ case when a Markoff function is approximated, the dis-
tI"l"bulion of the equioscillation points is re1a!ed to the asymptotics for the degree of approximation.
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1. Introduction

Let£s',C[-l,l] be real-valued and nm,n denote the collection of real rational
functions of the form p / q, where deg p ~ m, deg q ~ n, q ~ O. It is known that for
each pair of nonnegative integers (m, n) there exists a unique r:n,n E ~.n that is
of best approximation to f on [-1, 1] in the sense that

V'r E n.m,nJ r # r~.n'II! -r:n,nll[-l,l} < II! -rlll-l,l).

where 1I-II[a,bl denotes the sup norm on [a, b]- Writing

r* -* / *

m,n -Pm,n qm,n, (1.1)
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where V:n,n and q~,nhaYe no COlllillon factors, we set

degp:nn,n -degq~J, ,d(m,n) := min(md

Then there are m + n+ 2 -d points Xk:

-1 :S Xl < Xl < ...< Xm+n+2-d :S I,

that satisfy

A(-I)I:(I k l,...,m+n+2 d,(l.3)r~n)(Xk) = IIf -r:n,nll[-l,l}'

where;\ = 1 or;\ = -1, see e.g. [2, p. 113]. Such a set of points Xk, called an
alternation set, is in general not unique. For each pair (m, n) we let

(1.4)

denote an arbitrary, but fixed alternation set for best approximation from Rm,n.
Our results concern the denseness and asymptotic distribution of the sets Am n as

...,
m + n -.-+ 00.

For the case of polynomial approximation, a celebrated result of Kadec [7]
shows that for a gi\'en f E C[ -1,.1] there exists a sequence A of positive integers
such that the sets {.4.m,O}mEA are asymptotically de~ in [-1,1]. In fact, Kadec
proved that such ~ts have limiting distribution equal to arcsine on [-1, 11; that is,
the sets {Arr:.o }me,\ behave asymptotically like the extreme points of the classical
Chebyshev po1~omials Tn(x) = cos(narccosx).

.For rational approximation, Borwein, Grothmann, Kr06, and Saff [4] have shown
that denseness in [-1, I] of a subsequence of alternation sets Am,n holds whenever
n = n(m) andm{n -.-+ r with r > 1. To state this result more precisely, we will
ref~r to the denseness of a set A in a set B in the Hausdorff sense:

p(A) B) := su~ inf Ix -yl.
yEB zEA

Specifically, we v.ill consider

(1.5)p(.4m,n, [-I, I}).Pm.n ::

Then the result of [4] is the following:

11IEOREM 1.1. Let n = n(m), m 0, 1,2, satisfy

n(m) :s m.n(m) :$: n(m + 1) :$: n(m) + 1.,

If f E C[ -1, 1] is not a rational function and

~

(1.6)-+ 00 as m -+ 00,~-n(m2
loom~
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then

lim inf Pm n(m) = O.m-+= .

That is, for some sequence 1\ of positive integers, t.lIe sets A~.n(m)' mEA, are
asymptotically dense in [-1, 1].

Of course, this theorem gives no infomlation about denseness in the impor1ant
case when- n = m or, more generally, when n = m + 1I for some fixed integer

v. In fact, it is shown in [4], [8] that for each E > 0 there exist5 an f E C[-I,l]
with the property that all the extreme points of f -r~-l.n lie in [-I, -1 + q for
every n = 1,2,. ." Therefore, denseness of the alternation set5 may not hold when
n(m) = m + 1.

The purpose of the present paper is to give sufficient condi tions for the denseness
in [-1, 1] of alternation setS for i£..e case when n = m + 1I, with 1I fixed. Roughly

speaking we. shall show that if more than O(log m) of the poles of r~.m+v stay
at a positive distance from [-1, 1], then the setS Am.m+v are asymptotically dense
in [-1, 1] for a subsequence of integers m. Furthennore, if all but D( m) pol~ of
r:n,m+v approach infinity, then the limiting distribution of these alternation sets is
the arcsine distribution. In the special case when f is a Markoff function, rather
precise estimates for the num~r of alternation points in a subinterval of [-11 1) are
obtained.

Our main results are stated in S~tion 2 with the proofs given in Sections 3 and 4.

2. Main Results

We assume throughout that f is real-valued on [-1,1]. We denote by C the (finite)
complex plane. We remark that a rational function p / q has a pole at infinity if
deg p > deg q and in such a case the multiplicity of this pole is deg p -deg q. These
poles shall always be included when the poles outside a neighborhood of [-1,1]
are considered. Furthermore, we shall count poles always with their multiplicities.

For convenience we state ~ results only for the case n = m, although the same
statements hold forn = m + v, with 1/ ftxed.

11Ig~M2.I. Let f E C[-I, 1], f not a ranonalfunction. Let 'Ym(e) denote
the nUmber of those poles of its best approximant r:n m that lie outside an e-
neighborhood of [-1, 1]. If there exists an E > 0 such ~t

~ -+ 00 as m -+ 00.logm .

then asymptotic denseness of the alternation points holds; that is,

Urn inf Pm,m = 0,m-=
where Pm,m. is defined in (1.5).
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COROLLARY 2.2. Jfliminfm--oco III -r:n.mll~~~l] < 1 (in panlcula1; if I is

analytic on [-1,1]), then Theorem 2.1 holds with assumption (2.1) replaced by

(2.3)im(E) -+ 00 as m -+ 00.

COROLLARY 2.3. If jisanalyticon [-1,1] and in C\E,whereEhaslogarithmic
capacity zero, and if it is not a rational function, then

liminf Pm m = O.m-oo .

REMARKS. (i)TheassumptionsofCorollary2.3implythatr~m -+ fincapacity
in each bounded subset of C, and this in turn can be used to' show that (2.3) is
satisfied. Unfortunately, one cannot say much more in general. A special case of
the construction in [9] shows that given any increasing sequence {~m}~=l' with
~m .s: m,limm---= E.m = 00, there exists an entire function f and a,subsequence S
of integers, such tMt for m -+ 00, m E S ,at least m -~m poles :of r:n m approach
[-1,1]. In particular, we coUld choose ~m = logm orloglogm, etc.llis example

illustrates the restrictiveness of (2.3) or (2.1), which involve all positive integers m.
(ii) A similar situation is encountered whenever {r:n,m}~l converges in ca-

pacity in a neighborhood of [-1,1].

For the case when a positive proportion of poles of the r:n m stay away from
[-I, I}. there is a positive density of alternation points on each subinterval of [-1, 1].
To state this result we let

Nm,n(a,.B) := number of points of Am,n l)ing in [a,.BI.

We will also write lVm instead of Nm m.,

llffiOREM 2.4. It in 11zeorem 2.1, we have for some E > 0,

then there eJists a constant L\ > 0 and a subsequence of integers A such that for
all subinten'als [0.:.3] ~ [-1,11

Nm(a,.B) > l:!.liminf N (-1,1) -m-~ m mEA. (2.4)

The next result shows that if all but o(m) poles ofr:n m(z) tend to infinity, then a
subsequence of alternation sets has the same distributio'n as that for the polynomial
case.
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11IEOREM 2.5. If, in Theorem 2.1, we havejoreach T > 0,

Jim ~l = 1Tn-~ '

{-I,l],

m
then there e..rists a subsequence of integers A such that for aU [a, {3J ~

Ii N m ( a, {3) -arccos a -arccos {3 A
fi N ( 1 1) --' m E '--~I

m-+= m -, "

We remark that for the e:Y.1X>nential function f(x) = e% it is shown in [3] that

all the poles of r:n tend to infuJ1t). as m -+ 00. Hence (2.6) holds for this function

(in fact with A = N).
More precise results can be obtained for Markoff (Stieltjes) functions. Specifi-

cally, let T be a subinterval of '-~, -1) and

f(z) = ( ~J1.(t)
iT t -z

where dJ]. is a nonnegative me2.')-ure on T. Then f is analytic in C\T and the best
approximation r~:"l n is knOV;"ll to have n simple poles in T. The alternation set is

unique and has"2n points, see; e.g. [5].
Consequently, if the cut Thas a positive distance from the interval [-1,1], then

Theorem 2.4 applies. On the other hand, the distribution differs from (2.6) if T and
[-1,1] have a boundary point in common. Specifically, there is a strong connection
between the degree of rational approximation on subintervals and the number of
alternation points in it (i.e. in tre subinterval). "

For convenience, the degr~ of approximation on subintervals is denoted by

dist (I, 1l.m,~)[a,PJ := T£... IIf -rll[a.PJ'

11IEOREM 2.6. Assume that f is a Markoff function on [-I, +1] and let -1 ~
a < fJ ~ 1.' If 2m + 2 points of the alternation set An-I,n are contained in [a, fJI
for some m < n (Le., if Nn-I,n( a,,8) ? 2m + 2), then

:,;~st,(J'~-I,m)[a,.b'l > di5t(J, ~-I,n)[":"I;+Il. (2.8)
,. -.,---When we refer here to approximation on (proper) subintervals, then we have a
positive distance from the cut and the error of approximation decreases geometri-

cally as n -.00.

-1,+1} 

and letCOROLLARY 2.7. Let f be a Markoff function on

En := IIf -r~-1,nll[-1,+111 n EN.

Moreove7; assume that -1 ~ a. <.B ~ 1 and

dist (f I Rn-l,n)[a,PI ~ 4".:;-2n
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for some w = w( a, {3) > 1. Then we have

log(4/En)
(2.9)

We will make use of this corollary in the study of rational approximation of
Ix,! on [-1, I]. This approximation problem is easily seen to be equivalent to the
approximation of --IX on [0, 1]. Since --IX/x is a Stielrjes function, we consider the
problem for Rn,n-l. From [14], [2, p. 153]. or [12] we know that

Ifa > O,then dist (.;x;nn;n-l) [a,l] decreases exponentially since vfX is analytic

c(a) [1 +..fii]

points of An,n-l in [a, I}. Here, c( a) is a constant which depends only on a.
For more precise results concerning the limiting distribution of extreme points

for the class of functions f(x) = xct, 0 < a < 1, on [0,1], see [13J.

3. Proofs

We will use arguments simi1ar to those in [4] together with the following simple
lemmas.

LElvIMA 3.1. Let QII(O := nk=l (l-ak()' where !akl ::::$: <5 < lfor k = I, ..., v.

Then for each I::::$: m::::$: v there exists apolynomiaI Sm-l E 'Pm-l such that for
all R > 1, .

(3.1)

Here Pk denotes tlle collection of algebraic polynomials of degree:$: k, and
\1.11\(1=1 is the sup norm on the unit circle.

Proof. Choose Sm-l E P~-l to be the polynomial that interpolates QII (iD.
the Hermite sense) in the points Qk, k = 1, ..., m. Then, by the Hermite formula
(cf. [15]) we have, for each R > 1,

1(1 <R.Qv(() -Sm-l(() =

in some neighborhood of the interval. Now it follo~'S from Corollary 2.7 that there
are at most

ll~=~-l llQII(O 1<1=1
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Thus, for kl = I,

1+8R for It I = R, lakl ~ 61
11 -akt

It~::;: 8+R' .
a straightforward estimation ofthi:'. integrand in (3.2) yields (3.1). Q.E.D

COROLLARY 3.2. Let qv be a real polynomial of degree v ",'hose zeros all lie
outside the ellipse with focal pointS -1 and + 1

? ?

.x- y-Er. [!(r + *»)2 + [!(, -*)P = 1, 1">1 (3.3)

Then for each m?; 1, there e::risLs a real polynomial Sm-l E 'Pm-l such that-for
all R > 1,

~-2.1\1 + ;.W2,
-lilt-I,ll

where

! .R (1 + ~)V .
t M:= 'R"=-i (R+ ~)m(l- ~)v-m ifm:$: v, (3.5)

I

I andM = 0 whenever m > v.
\ Proof. Obviously,wemayreStrictourselvestothecasem:$: v.utz = 1/1(() =
\ !( + (-1) denote the Joukowsn transformation that maps the exterior of the unit
i circle onto C\[-l, 1]. Then 1/;(() maps the circle KI = 7" onto the ellipse Gr of
; (33)~ ~~s we can write, for some constant c,
I , .' ~-'". ;
1'... ::-qv(z) = cQv«()Qv(-I), ~"';i::c-"

i where Qv E 'Pv, and all zeros of Qvlie in {KI > r}. By Lemma 3.1, there exists
1 Sm-l E 'Pm-l that satisfies (3.1) with <5 = l/T. Then
i

1 Sm-l(Z) := CSm-l«)Sm-l«-l)
i

1 is a real polynomial in Pm-l for which (3.4) holds. Q.E.D.

~ Finally we need the following lemma concerning peaking polynomials, which
~ is a slight modification of Lemma 2.1 in [4].
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and j E N, there e::rists a polynomiall$a<fJ$LEM:MA 3.3. Given
1ii E 'Pi with

1
\\1ijI4-1.a}U!.8,1] ~ 3' (3.6)

max J -(x ) > '" -(.8xE[a..Bl 'J Cle-~J -a)
(3.7)

where Cl, C2 are positive constants independent of 0., .6, and j. More precisely, we

can take 7rj(X) := qj(X"- (a + [3)/2), where

.1 ( e y2)qj(Y) = 3TUj2] 1 + 2 -2 ~
2

.; :=

Pm,m,

..".,Pm,qm E rm,p:n.--, -.T m,m qmr~::

where P:n. q:n have no common factors. Set

(3.8)
Em:= IIf -r~\\[-l.l]'

Since f is not a rational function, {Em}o is a nonincreasing sequence of positive
numbers that converges to zero. From elementary properties of series it follows that

f:~-~=0 Em + Em+l

(3.9)mEA.

Following the argument in [7] and [4], we set

r* -r:n+l
~-,Rrn := Em -Em+l

(3.10)mEA.

(3.11)mEJ.\.

~
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Also, for the points -1 ~ x~m) < x~m) < ...< X~+2-d(m) ~ 1 of each
alternation set Am of f -r~ we have

A( -l )k-l D ( X(m) ) > E",,-E,.,+1 = 1.t"m k -£.",-E,.,+1 '

k= l,...,2m+2-d(m),

where). = +1 or). = -1 and

d(m) :=min(m-degp:n, m-degq:n).

The rational function Rm can be v..ntten in the form

PmEm = ~~:

where deg Pm = 2m + 1 -d(m). Thus, if P E P2m+l-d(m), P ~ Pm, then

Rm + P /q:nq:n+l has at most 2m + 1 -d(m) zeros.'
Now choose T > 1 so that tre ellipse £r of (3.3) lies in the c-neighborhood of

'-I,l]. Write

* * *qm = Qm,lqm,21

where q:n.l' q:n.2 are polynomials v,ith real coefficients and q:n,l has all its zeros
outside the E-neighborhood of [-1, 1] while q:n.2 has all zeros Vlitbin E of [-1, 11. Let
O"m denote the total number of poles ofr:nin C = CU{oo}. ThenO"m = m-d(m)

and

1m = Im(C). (3.15)degq:n2 = Um -1m = m -d(m) -1m,
,

Next fix R > 1 and choose 8, 0 < 8 < 1, so that

(3.16)
~ := .1 + .R

(R+~)6 (1-r-~)r=6"<1.
.--', -
!),.Let~:~'lI(m) := 1m +/m+l and k = k(m) := [0111 + 1. Trerefore, k ~ O(lm +
1 " /m+l) ~ O( deg q:n,l + deg q~+l.J and by Corollary 3.2 there exists Sk-l E Pk-l
~ such that
:

: \ Sk-l < 2lv! + M2
i * * -V VJ

\ qm,iqm+l,l

(3.17)
-1~!-1'11

where

R v
-11..Mv := R -1
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Since p. < 1, the set AI := {m E A: 2Mv + M; < 1/2} contains all but a finite
number of elements of A. Let

D .. AI.rm,l := sk-lQm,2qm+l,2, mE. (3.19)

Then j>m.l/Q~Q~+1 = Sk-l/Q~,IQ:n+l.l and from (3.17) we have for mEAl

R 1 3
-!!:!.--(x) < 2' x E

1
"2 < * .--'-'-~.I

.qmqm+l -

The degree of the factors of P m,l are known from (3.15) and from the construction
OfSk-l. Since d(m + 1) ~ 0, we have

deg Pm,l ~ [Oim] + m -d(m) -im + [Oim+U t m + 1 -im+l
= [Oim] -1m + [Oim+l] -im+l + 2m +1 -d(m).

Next, for mE A',Iet x:n E ,-1,1] satisfy

m!n Ix~ -X}m) I = Pm. (3.22)
]

[-1,1].

(3.21)

If x:n E [-I,x~m)J, let 7ij(m) be the polynomial of Lemma 3.3 with a = -1,

(3 = x~m),andj(m) = /m-[O/m]+/m+l-[O/m+I]. The degree of the polynomial

Pm.I has been estimated in (3.21), and the product

Pm := 7Ij(m)Pm,l (3.23)

has degree at most 2m + 1 -d(m). Therefore,

Rm :t. --~-..
qmqm+l

has at most 2m + 1 -d( m) (finite) zeros. From Lemma 3.3 and (3.20) it follows
that' .

(3.24)
Pm

* *
qmqm+l (-I,aIu[.8,l}

and

(3.2'5)

Now from (3.12) and (3.24) we see that Rm:l: Pm/q~q:n+l has 2m + 1 -d(m)

zeros in [x~m), 1) and so must be zero-free in [-1,x~m)] = [a,13}. Consequently,
upper and lower bounds for Rrn on [a, 13} are provided in (3.12) and (3.25), resp.

~eC2i(m)(.B-a) :::;: IIRrnII[a,.8J :::;: m2.

-!

~

~

[a,fi)
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This together with (3.22) implies

l --::.- .~og m ~~< C3
Pm -j(m) logm:$ [~- ] :.0:;: 1 ~. (3.26)

~(m -u-lm -u 1m

Here C3 is a constant independent of Q,.B and m. Similarly, if x:n E [X~:~2-d(m)' 1]

we get (3.26).
For the case when x:n E (xim),X~:~2-d(m») we choose Q"Bas two consecutive

zeros ofRm with.B -Q? Pm. After replacing Rmby -Rm, if necessary, we may
assume that Rm is posir.ive in (Q, .8). Since the rar.ional funcr.iOQ

PmRm-~
2

-1* *
qmqm+l

has at most 2m + I-d(m) zeros, it has no zeros in (Q,.B). Again we obtain (3.26).
So inequality (326) is valid for all mEA'. On taking the limit, it follows from

assumption (2.1) that (2.2) holds. Q.E.D.

Proof of Corollary 2.2. With Em as defined in (3.8), the assumption

liminfm-+co E:Im < I implies that liminfm-+co Em+l/Em < 1 and so there
exists a subsequence A C N and a constant K such that

Em+Em+~::;: 2 ::;:K, mEA.

Em -Em+l 1 -:- (.&n+l/ Em)

Then from the preceding proof we deduce that the inequality (326) holds with log m

replaced by a suitable constant Hence, 1m -+ CXJ implies that
liminfm-+co Pm = O. Q.E.D.

ProofofCorollary2.3. FlIStnotethatf-r~hasatleast2m+l-d(m) 2. m+I
zeros in (-1, 1). This is sufficient to ensure that r:n -+ f in capacity in bounded
subsets of N. The proof of this fact is essentially the same as that of the Nuttall-
Pommerenke theorem [II]. A formal statement and proof can be found in [10].

We shall prove that (2.3) is true for some E: > O. Since f is analytic on [-1,1]
and not rational, one of the follo\}lifig siwations holds: .

fhas infinitely many singularities (points of ~on-analyticity) outside a neigh-
.;Qorhood of [-1, IJ. -

(II) f has finitely many singuIarities in C \ [-1,1], and at least one of them is
an essential singularity. This includes the possibility that CXJ is an essential

singularity.

~

I
l

!.
i
!,

(I)

! Now, convergence in capacity means that V c > 0, V r ~ I, V m large enough
II -r:nl(z) ::;: cm, Izt::;: r, z ~ Km, '

where cap Km ::;: c. It implies that each singularity of I attrncts a pole of r m
as m -+ 00 since due to a result of Gon~ar [6] the contrary would lead to a
contradiction.
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(3.28)
so that

-I,al U [p, 11,

degPm $ 2m + I-d(m).

-,Hence Rm -Pm/q:nq~+l has at most 2m + I-d(m) zeros. From (3.20), (3.30).!
and Corollary 3.2 we know that :

-Pm(X) < 3 1
* ( ) * ( ) -_2 _3 < 1 for x E

qm X qm+l X

t(m) := 1m -[81m] + Im+l -[~/m+l]. (3.27)~

By hypothesis, :
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and so (cf. (3~13)) Rm-Pm/q:nq~+l has at least

Nm(-1,a) + lVm(.B,1) -2 = Nm(-1; 1)- Nm(a,.B)-2

z_eros in (-1, a) U ({3, I). Also, from (3.11), (3.31) and (3.20), we see that Rm -
Pm/q~q~+l has at.least L(m) -1 zeros in [a,/3]. Hence,

Nm(-l,l) -

Nm(-1,1)
Nm(a,.6)

-1 ,
2+L(m) -1 ~ 2m+ I-d(m)

and so

L(m) -2

2m+2

Thus from (3.29) and (3.32) we obtain

u(1-6)
(arCCOSa-arccos.f3) <liminf Nm(a,{3)

1i -,..-co N (-1
1)'

mEA m,
(3.33)

~

which proves that (2.4) holds VriIh Li = u(l -8). Q. E.D.

Proof of Theorem 2.5. With the hypothesis of (2.5) we can take in the preceding
proof u = 1 and fj arbitl:"2n1y c1o~ to zero since we obtain JL < 1 in (3.16) by

choosing r sufficiently large. Hence from (3.33) we get

arccos /3arccos a ';;liminf Nm(Q,!3)

:;,~~'1r

.
for some subsequence A' C A. Applying this inequality to the intervals [-11 a] and
[.Bll] we deduce that

Nm(a,/3) arccos,BarCCOSQ<limsup N
( -1,1)- m-~ m

mEA'
7r

and~.6) follows. Q.E.D.
, ,"

I,
!
i.
:

4. Markoff Functions

Assume that f is a Markoff function on [-1, 1). The interpolation of f by rational
functions is well understood (see e.g. [5] or [2.p. 124]). Ifrn E 'Rn-l,n. then f -rn:
has at most 2n zeros. Moreover iff -r n has exactly 2n zeros. say Zl < Z2 < ..'. <
Zln. then r n has the form --

(4.1)
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with ak > O. This means that r n is again a Markoff function with the measure
concentrated on n points. Furthermore, the difference f -r n changes its sign at
the zeros, i.e.

(-l)i(f -rn)(x) > 0 for Zi < x < Zi+l. i = 0,1,. 2n,

Here, Zo = -1 and Z2n+l = 1.

Next, let Tn be as above and m < n. Assume that Tm E ~-l,m interpolates
Tn at a subset of 2m consecutive points, say at ~+l, ~k+2, ..., Z1k+2m. Then

(-l)i(rn -rm)(x) > 0 for Zi <. x < Zi+l. 2k ~ i ~ 2k + 2m. (4.3)

Indeed, from (4.1) we know that Tn may be regarded as a Markoff function. If we
replace n by m and f by Tn in (4.2), we obtain (4.3). Now from (4.2) and (4.3)
we know that f -Tn and Tn -Tm have the same si~ in (Z2k, Z1k+2m+l) and the
following is immediate.

11IEOREM 4.1 (Comparison Theorem). Let r Tn and r n be as abave. Then

If -TmICX) ~.lf -TnlCx) forz2k < x < Zlk+2m+ll

with strict inequaIio' outside the points of inte7polation.

Proof of Theorem 2.6. Let T~-l,n be the best approximation to f from 'Rn-I,n.
Assume that 2m+ 2 points of An-I.n belong to the subinterval [a, /3). After dropping
the first or the last one we have

a ~ X2k < X2k+2m+l ~ .B

for some k ~ O. Let r m-l,m E ~-l,m be the r-cuional function which interpolates
f at the 2m zeros of f -r n-l,n in [X2k1 X2k+2m+l]. The comparison theorem above

yields

-1)ill -Tm-"-l,ml(Xi) ~ III -T~-l,nll
for i = 2k,2k + 1, ...,2k + 2m + 1. (4.5)

By de la Vallre-Poussin's theorem the right-hand side of (4.5) is a lower bound of
dist (J, 'R-m-l,m) {a,,1) and the proof of (2.8) is complete. Q. E. D.

The proof of Corollary 2.7 is left to the reader.
From the Stieltjes functions we can see that the assumptions of Theorem 2.5

cannot be substantially relaxed. We consider the appro~ation of -IX from nn,n-l
on some interval [a, bt with 0 < a < b~ Then it is known [1] that half of the
alternation points (except possibly one) are located in the subinterval [a, vfab"].
Consequently. in this case we have a deviation from the arcsine distribution. For
this function the zeros and the alternation pointS are explicitly known (see [1]:).
There is an analytic map, which maps the plane with two cutS C\( -00, O)\[a, b}
onto an annular domain. Specifically, the mapping can be explicitly given in tenDS
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of elliptic functions. This map sends the point of the alternant to equally sP.aced
points on a circle. '

In the general case (2.7) v,'e have only a weaker result. It is known that

rust (I, Rn-l,n) ~ const. '.JJ-2m

where Ijlogw is the capacit]' of the condensor whose one plate is the cut T =:
[Cl, C2] and the other plate is the interval of approximation [-1, 1]. Moreover. if the
measure satisfies a Szego condition

( loglJ1.'ldt > -~.
JT-.j(t -Cl)(C2 -t) .

then one has

1
-~

Now let w' be defined in the same way when the interval [1, + I} is replaced by
[a, #}. Obviously w' < w. From Theorem 2.6 we conclude that ..

"J..,
'.:J
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